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#SUPRA



#CAMRY



#TACOMA



#RAV4



#HIGHLANDER



#LANDCRUISER



#SIENNA







Sudoku®

How to Play

Each of the nine blocks has to contain all the numbers 1-9 within its 

squares. Each number can only appear once in a row, column or box.

The difficulty lies in that each vertical nine-square column, or horizontal 

nine-square line across, within the larger square, must also contain the 

numbers 1-9, without repetition or omission.

Every puzzle has just one correct solution.
(Solutions can be found on the last page.)

Easy Moderate



Easy

Moderate

Dots & Boxes

How to Play

The object of the game is to take more boxes than your

opponent. You move by connecting two dots with a line. 

When you place the last ‘wall’ of a single square (box), the 

box is yours. The players move in turn, but whenever a player 

takes a box they must move again. The board game ends 

when all 25 boxes have been taken. The player with the

most boxes wins.



4RUNNER

AVALON

CAMRY

CHR

COROLLA

EIGHTY SIX

HIGHLANDER

LAND CRUISER

MIRAI

PRIUS

RAV4

RAV4 PRIME

SEQUOIA

SIENNA

SUPRA

TACOMA

TUNDRA

Word Search



BLIZZARD PEARL

BLUE FLAME

FUEL CELL

HAKONE

HYBRID

HYDRO BLUE

LUNAR ROCK

MOONDUST

NIGHTSHADE

NITRO

REMOTE CONNECT

RUBY FLARE PEARL

SUPERSONIC RED

TOYOTA

TOYOTA SAFETY SENSE

TRD

Word Search



Down

2. Exterior color exclusive to TRD PRO models in 2019 and 2020

3. Toyota’s signature suite of safety features

5. Go out of reach with Toyota’s TRD         lineup

6. Toyota’s only Hydrogen-fueled model

7. Dynamic                              AWD is now available on several Toyota SUVs

9. Best-selling car of all time

10. This car made its triumphant return after a more than 20-year hiatus

12. The Sienna replaced what van before it?

19. The 2020 Highlander is the          generation of the popular SUV

20. What generation RAV4 was unveiled at the 2018 New York International Auto Show?

21. What type of cabin design did the designers focus on for C-HR?

22. The RAV4 Prime can do 0-60 mph in a projected 5.8              

24. This flagship sedan has been sold in the U.S. since 1994

25. Prius is a Latin word meaning “first”, “original”, “superior” or “to go             ”

26. Acronym for plug-in hybrid

Across

1. New exterior colors for 2020 C-HR include Supersonic Red* and Hot            (orange), which

    is available only with the R-Code Black roof

4. The development of the C-HR began in 2013, led by Toyota chief engineer Hiroyuki            

8. Unlock or start your car remotely with Toyota’s                  

10. The 2021 RAV4 Prime will arrive in dealers in what season of 2020?

11. The RAV4            has 302 horsepower, making it the most powerful and quickest RAV4 ever

12. The            is a full hybrid electric automobile developed and manufactured by Toyota

      since 1997

13. Toyota branded audio systems

14. The Sienna is manufactured in which town in Indiana?

15. The Sienna used to be called the original                 wagon

16. Toyota’s off-road flagship vehicle

17. Own the Night with Toyota’s                     special editions

18. Best-selling sedan for the past 18 years in the U.S.

23. The Toyota                       system uses advanced computer controls to automatically adjust

       how much certain components move when going over different surfaces.

Crossword








